
Carmel Edwards, Programme Officer, 
Rugby Borough Council, 
Town hall, 
Evreux Way, 
Rugby, CV21 2RR. 

Dear Sirs, 

Rugby Local Plan Examination, Stage 2 hearings 

I wish to submit a further statement on the following; 

Matter 6: Housing Policies. 
Item 6a: Housing mix (Policy Hl}. 
Paragraph le: Does Policy Hl make adequate provision for Self-build development as 
part of the housing mix in the Borough? 

I would emphasise my previous representations in this regard and raise the 
question of how and where can plots for self-build be allowed in order to satisfy both 
demand and Government Legislation? RBC Policy only suggests setting aside some plots 
on large housing developments included in the Local Plan, this will clearly not be 
adequate provision to satisfy the considerable variation in self-builders requirements of 
location, size, design, timescale etc, nor the Governments stated National targets for 
self-build contribution to the housing output which is required to meet a target figure of 
20-40 thousand by 2020, of these 50% must be given permission by 2019 and the 
remainder by 2020. 

RBC stance on self-build is that sites can only be granted planning permission in 
accordance with pre-existing planning policies which means that the Self-build Act 2015 
and the Housing and Planning Act 2016, and clearly stated Government intention in 
bringing these Acts carry no weight in the planning process whatsoever, which means 
that RBC are totally ignoring Goverment Legislation. It is quite clear that Local 
Authorites must have regard to the Acts and grant planning permission accordingly as 
an additional means outside of existing planning policies otherwise there is no point in 
the Government enacting these Laws as they are rendered useless by RBC policy. 



RBC current Policy does not allow building outside of existing Village boundaries, 
which, when considering that over the past 20 years nearly all developable space within 
Village boundaries has been used, (backland and garden grabbing), means that RBC will 
only allow people to live on large housing estates in future, while never adding to rural 
communities which will be frozen in time! The reason always given on this issue is "not 
sustainable" on the basis of lack of shops, schools, bus service, resulting in the 
unaviodable use of the private car and therefore not moving towards a low carbon 
economy; it is strange how the same criteria are not applied to the many houses which 
have been given permission inside the boundaries! 

In summary, RBC Local Plan must make provision for Self-build in accordance with 
Government Legislation and targets and to satisfy Self-builders requirements, to achieve 
this Planning Permission must be granted in accordance with the Acts in varying 
locations including outside (although adjacent to but not remote) existing development 
boundaries, so long as they satisfy the conditions laid down by the Acts and subsequent 
Planning Practice guidance as detailed in mv..-1-TN-UJ 

Yours faithfully, 


